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FUND PERFORMANCE (%) 1 

 
1 month 3 months 1 year 3 years p.a. 4 years p.a. 5 years p.a. 

Inception p.a. 
16 Sep 2009 

Fund 2  0.8 16.3 -3.4 1.4 2.5 5.2 5.7 

Benchmark 3 1.3 13.8 1.7 6.9 8.1 8.8 7.5 

 

MARKET COMMENTARY

The Australian equity market had a good finish to a volatile year, with 

the S&P/ASX 300 Index (Total Returns) rising 1.3% in December.  

Global markets were generally solid, with Australia outperforming in 

constant currency terms.  Local economic data was improved, 

including some positive signs from the labour market and strength in 

retail sales and housing.  The Australian Government 10-year bond 

yield rose 0.07% to close at 0.97% and the AUD rose materially 

against the USD.  Commodity prices were also generally higher, most 

notably for iron ore which has now pushed above US$150/t.  

Looking at performance by sector, Materials (+9%) was strongest, 

followed by Information Technology (+9%) and Consumer Staples 

(+2%).  Utilities (-5%) was weakest, followed by Health Care (-5%) and 

Industrials (-2%).  Financials (0%) also underperformed. 

PORTFOLIO COMMENTARY 

The portfolio returned 0.8% in December, underperforming the 

benchmark by 0.5%. 

Our resource holdings were significant positive contributors to 

performance, including positions in BHP Billiton (+12%) and Sims 

Group (+19%).  BHP was supported by strength in prices for its key 

commodities including iron ore and oil.  Similarly, Sims Group 

benefited from improved steel scrap demand and prices.  Our 

overweight holding in Super Retail Group (+7%) performed well, with 

expectations of very strong Christmas trading across its auto DIY, 

sports and leisure retail chains.  Our decision not to hold health care 

growth stocks CSL (-5%) and Cochlear (-14%) also contributed 

positively, lagging due to currency headwinds and a rotation out of 

defensives. 

Our decision not to hold Fortescue Metals Group (+29%) was a 

significant negative contributor to performance.  Fortescue is 

particularly sensitive to the iron ore price and has been the biggest 

beneficiary of the strength noted earlier.  Our decision not to hold 

hyper-PE growth stocks Afterpay Touch Group (+24%) and Xero 

Limited (+11%) also detracted.  We view the valuations on these 

stocks as incomprehensible, with Afterpay now capitalised at more 

than Coles Group yet never having made a profit.  Of stocks that we 

hold, QBE Insurance (-15%) contributed negatively.  The company 

provided a disappointing trading update, with earnings impacted by 

rising re-insurance costs and claims inflation. 

 

 
 
Please see next page for Outlook 
 

 

 

 

 

Notes: 
1  Past  performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Source: Maple-Brown Abbott Ltd, S&P as at 31 December 2020. 
2  The Fund's performance is based on the movement in net asset value per unit plus distributions and is before tax and after all fees and charges. Imputation credits are not included in the performance 

figures. 
3  The benchmark is S&P/ASX 300 Index (Total Returns). Up to 31 March 2000 the Benchmark was the All Ordinaries Accumulation index. 
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OUTLOOK

2020 was a year of extreme volatility. The emergence of the COVID-

19 pandemic saw the ASX300 Index (Total Returns) fall 36% from 

peak to trough during February and March, then rebound quickly in 

subsequent months supported by low interest rates and government 

stimulus. November marked the next stage of the recovery, with 

optimism around an effective COVID-19 vaccine and a re-opening of 

economies driving a surge in global equity markets.  The S&P 500 

finished the year at all-time highs and the Australian market only 5% 

off its February peak. 

We have previously discussed the significant divergence in valuations 

that exists across the market, with some segments looking attractive 

and others extremely expensive.  This divergence has been building 

steadily over the last decade, with the most premium valued stocks 

(notably health care and Tech stocks) becoming more so and the 

cheapest stocks seeing little uplift.  As value investors, our focus is on 

stocks evidencing strong valuation support; often out-of-favour 

stocks that have faced shorter-term challenges but where we believe 

better long-term prospects are being ignored by the market.  Hence, 

this market dynamic has created significant headwinds for our 

performance and of the value style more generally.  Typically, bear 

markets result in a change of market leadership – whereby expensive 

in-favour stocks that drove the market higher underperform and 

valuation dispersions narrow.  This was not seen in the bear market 

of 2020 nor in the initial rebound.    

November saw a significant shift in sentiment, with increased 

optimism around the economic outlook starting a rotation into 

cyclical stocks and particularly those that had been most impacted by 

the COVID-19 pandemic.  Our portfolios are overweight these 

segments and hence we achieved very strong outperformance for 

the final quarter of the year. 

We are encouraged by the recent rebound in performance but expect 

ongoing volatility ahead.  That said, we continue to see material 

opportunity for the value style to outperform as economic conditions 

normalise.  Many of our out-of-favour holdings remain well below 

their past highs and we would expect a recovery in earnings to 

support their performance.  In contrast, many of the highly rated 

growth and yield stocks that we don’t own remain near their highs 

and are yet to de-rate from excessive valuations.  The valuation 

dispersion between these groups remains at extreme levels that 

cannot be sustained indefinitely and we expect further rotation to 

support a further recovery in our performance. 

 

For latest Fund factsheet click here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disclaimer 
This document is issued by Maple-Brown Abbott Limited ABN 73 001 208 564, AFSL 237296 (“MBA”). It does not constitute advice of any kind and should not be relied upon as such. This document is intended to 
provide general information only and does not take into account your investment objectives, financial situation or specific needs. Before making any investment decision, you should seek independent financial advice. 
This document does not constitute an offer or solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction and is for wholesale investors only (as defined by the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth)).  Past performance is not a reliable indicator of 
future performance. An investment in the Fund does not represent an investment in, deposit with or other liability of MBA, and is subject to investment risk including delays in repayment and loss of income and 
principal invested. Neither MBA, nor any of its related parties, directors or employees, make any representation or give any guarantee as to the return of capital, performance, any specific rate of return, or the tax 
consequences of, any investment. Any views expressed on individual stocks or other investments, or any forecasts or estimates, are not a recommendation to buy, sell or hold, they are point in time views and may be 
based on certain assumptions and qualifications not set out in part or in full in this document. Information derived from sources is believed to be accurate, however such information has not been independently verified 
and may be subject to assumptions and qualifications not described in this document.  

To the extent permitted by law, neither MBA, nor any of its related parties, directors or employees, make any representation or warranty as to the accuracy, completeness, reasonableness or reliability of this 
information, or accept liability or responsibility for any losses, whether direct, indirect or consequential, relating to, or arising from, the use or reliance on this information.  

Units in the Fund are issued by MBA. Before making a decision whether to acquire, or to continue to hold an investment in the Fund, you should obtain and consider the current PDS and AIB for the Fund available at 
maple-brownabbott.com.au or by calling 1300 097 995. This information is current as at 31 December 2020 and is subject to change at any time without notice. 
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